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A Community Reimagined. The Role of
"Homeland" in the Forging of National Identity:
The Case of the Crimean Tatars

BRIAN G. WILLIAMS

Introduction

For many political scientists and foreign policy experts the years 1989-1991 were a
heady period of great international expectations. The turning of the last decade of this
century promised a new era on the world stage as the Berlin Wall, which had for so long
divided Europe tumbled to the ground, the European Union began work on creating a
single European community sans frontiers and a "New World Order", in which borders
and national differences were expected to lose their importance, appeared on the
horizon. Unfortunately, the rise of national conflict throughout the former Communist
world, from Sarajevo to Grozny, the expansion of ethnic strife in Rwanda, Burundi and
Zaire, the escalation of ethno-confessional conflict in Sri Lanka, and the warfare
between Uzbek, Tajik and Pathan ethnic groups in Afghanistan—to name just a few
flash points—shattered the pundits' expectations and vividly demonstrated the fact that
the bogey of ethno-nationalism was still alive and well at the close of the 20th century.
Far from witnessing the integration of society in the interest of greater economic
development, many regions of the world (including supposedly homogenous West
European areas such as Scotland, the Basque region of Spain, Brittany, Northern Italy,
etc.) have, in recent years, been moving towards regionalization and the reaffirmation
of local identities. Borders, regional differences and national homelands, it would
appear, still have tremendous significance and continue to exert widespread influence
over groups' perceptions of themselves and others, even in the industrialized West.

Nowhere has the growing importance of territorial borders, however, been more
vividly displayed in recent years than in the 15 republics of the former Soviet Union.
Westerners who discounted the significance of the Soviet Union's "meaningless"
internal territorial boundaries were, by the time of the Armenian-Azerbaijaini dispute
over Nagorno Karabagh, to be reminded of the real significance these arbitrary lines on
a map have for the populations circumscribed by them. Similarly, those who were lulled
by Soviet propaganda into believing the myth of a merging of nationalities (read
Russification) in this "Friendship of Nations" were rudely awakened in the 1990s by
the appearance of bloody ethino-territorial disputes in the Caucasus and Moldavia and
the rise of potentially dangerous territorial feuds between Russia and the Ukraine, the
Baltic states and Russia, Uzbekistan and Kirghizstan etc. While most of these ethno-
territorial disputes had previously been muted by 70 years of firm Soviet rule, the
national-territorial movement of one Soviet nationality, the Crimean Tatars, has been
politically active for 40 years and, as such, was both a harbinger of greater ethnic
clashes to come and an early testimony to the tremendous significance of territory for
even the smallest of the Soviet Union's nationalities.
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226 Brian G. Williams

An analysis of the Crimean Tatars' unprecedented struggle for homeland in the
Soviet Union can serve the dual purpose of demonstrating the importance of territory
in the forging of ethnic identity in the post-Soviet context and it can shed light on the
history of the Soviet Union's most enduring national movement. In a narrow context,
a background history of the Crimean Tatars' changing perceptions of homeland can
serve to provide insight into the way many post-Soviet nationalities forged their
territorially based, national identifies during the late Tsarist and Soviet periods. From
a greater perspective, the deconstruction of the concept of "homeland" can provide an
example of the way in which nationalists conceive and manipulate territory in order to
politicize and empower their ethnicity.

Crimean Tatar Geographic Identification in the Traditional Context

The modern Crimean Tatar national identity, which is so closely linked to the concept
of its home territory, is of course the product of many years of national development in
which the intertwined concepts of fatherland and nation were developed and codified
in this people's collective psyche. The process of nation building among the Crimean
Tatars actually began with the Russian Empire's annexation of the independent Tatar
state, the Crimean Khanate, in the year 1783. At the time of the Crimean peninsula's
conquest, the Crimea's Tatars, a Turkic people descended from the tribes of Chingis
Khan's 13th century Mongol Eurasian empire and earlier nomadic groups, had a
variety of pre-modern identities. The most salient feature in this people's collective
identity, however, was their shared sense of belonging to the world of Islam. The Tatars
of the Crimea (a peninsula slightly smaller than Albania on the Ukraine's Black Sea
coast) had maintained a Sunni Muslim identity since the spread of Hanafi Islam into
the steppes of the Golden Horde in the 1300s and Islam permeated all aspects of life
in Crimean Tatar society. As in most pre-modern, Muslim societies, Islam functioned
as more than just a religion in the Crimea, it formed the basis for most of the Tatars'
legal, cultural and social customs.

The Crimean Muslims' geographic loyalty was similarly given to the dar al-Islam (the
Abode of Islam) and, with the inexorable expansion of Russian power in the south
Ukrainian plains of the nomadic Tatar tribes during the 17th and 18th centuries, the
Crimea (which derives its name from the Tatar word kirim, meaning, the fortress)
became the north-westernmost, defensive bastion of the Islamic world. With approxi-
mately 1600 mosques and mektebs (religious schools) and control over much of the land
in the Crimea, Islam and its respected representatives, the village mullahs and imams,
exerted a tremendous influence over virtually every aspect of life among the khanate's
Muslim population.1 Travelers to the Crimean khanate found a flourishing state that
was a vital part of the Muslim milieu, a land where slender Ottoman-style minarets
dotted the landscape, poets wrote in literary Persian, life centered around the village
mosque and Muslim children, like their counterparts throughout the Muslim world,
learned to recite from the Qur'an in Arabic. It was Islam, in the words of Lemericer
Quelquejay, that provided the Crimea's Muslim population with a "surrogate political
national identity".2

In addition to their macro identification with the ummah (the ecumenical Islamic
community), the Crimea's Muslim population of Tatars also had micro identifications
with their village, tribe or region within the Crimea itself. Much of the Crimea's
population, in fact, belonged to ancient, regionally based clans descended from Mongol
tribes, each of which was led by a traditional leader known as a karachi bey. The eastern
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A Community Reimagined 227

portions of the Crimean peninsula surrounding the town of Karasubazar were, for
example, the lands of the powerful Shirin clan and members of this tribe jealously
guarded their rights in this region from infringements on the part of the khan (ruler of
royal blood descended from Chingis Khan) or other clans.3 As should be evident there
was, at the time of the Russian conquest of the Crimean khanate, no unifying sense of
modern national identity among the Crimea's clan based, Muslim population. That this
was the case in this 18th century, East European Islamic context is not surprising when
one recalls that the political ideology of nationalism—which posits that all ethno-
linguistic groups with a common territory, history and culture form a nation and have
rights to a specific national territory (homeland or fatherland)—was only just being
formulated even in the more developed countries of Western Europe. The Crimea's
Muslim population was to begin the long process of redefining itself as an ethno-
national group only after its culture and the traditional way of life it represented had
been broken down by a long century of colonial rule by their ethnic and religious
"Other", the Russians.

The Collapse of Traditional Crimean Tatar Society: 1783-1883

The century following the Russian annexation of the Crimean khanate by Tsarina
Catherine the Great was to be a sad epoch in the history of the Crimean Muslims.
While the Balkan Christian peoples were beginning to redefine themselves on a national
basis in order to fight for independence, the Crimean Tatars were transformed into a
politically passive community of peasants and began to abandon their ancestral lands in
an extraordinary series of migrations to the lands of their traditional suzerain/allies and
coreligionists, the Ottoman Turks. The Crimea's Muslim population emigrated to the
lands of the Ottoman sultan for a variety of reasons that varied from their being
dispossessed of land by Russian pomeshchiks (large landowners) to Tatar resentment at
the implementation of a variety of modern laws and regulations that seemingly intruded
into all aspects of their lives. The early 19th century traveler to the Crimea, Johan
Struve, for instance, stated quite simply that "The Tartars have some difficulty to
accustom themselves to European manners".4

As important as these reasons were, however, contemporaries mention that they were
exacerbated by the cultural-religious differences between the new masters of the
Crimea, the Orthodox Christian Russians, and the members of this conservative
Muslim community of Tatars. Contemporary accounts of Crimean Tatar society
portray a community whose roots were deeply planted in spirituality.5 The following
description of Islam in the Crimea during the 19th century is typical. "[t]he Mo-
hammedans, being more in earnest than any sect of worshippers upon earth, are
entitled to respect; and it must be confessed, we never beheld a Moslem at his prayers
without feeling a kindling of awe, inspired by the sincerity of his devotion".6 With the
influx of Russian and other Christian settlers (mainly Germans) into the Crimean
peninsula during the 19th century, the Crimean Muslims were increasingly exposed to
a way of life that disturbed the traditional rhythms of their Islamic mode of existence.
Despite the attempts made by several enlightened Russian governors to protect the
Crimean Muslims' culture, contemporaries mention many instances in which the
colonial Christian population ran into conflict (often legal) with the indigenous Mus-
lims.

The Crimea during the 19th century colonial period was, in this respect, similar to
other lands where Western, Christian empires ruled and attempted to regulate a sullen
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228 Brian G. Williams

Muslim population, be it in Austrian occupied Bosnia, French Algeria or British
Malaysia. One has but to read the first hand accounts of Western visitors to the Russian
empire's latest possession to see examples of Russian colonial excesses that were in
direct contradiction to the lofty plans Tsarina Catherine the Great had in store for her
new Muslim subjects at the time of the Crimea's annexation. One 19th century visitor
to the Crimea, for example, reported seeing Russian soldiers amusing themselves by
shooting at a muezzin (prayer caller) chanting from a minaret and describes the
government's destruction of mosques. A third account describes the wide spread
problem of alcoholism among Russians in the Crimea and this may have offended
Muslim sensibilities.7 There can be little doubt that actions such as these were partially
the result of socio-cultural differences between the Christian population and the
previously dominant Muslim population of the Crimea.

To many devout Crimean Muslims, the Crimea had in fact become the dar al-harb
(Abode of Conflict with the Unbeliever) following the Russian conquest and a large
number of Tatars certainly felt obliged to emigrate to the Ottoman empire as muhajirs
(those who migrate to Islamic lands from the lands of unbelievers to preserve their
religious beliefs). That they chose the neighboring Ottoman empire at this time was
only natural. To most Sunni Muslims the Ottoman sultan was, by the 19th century,
increasingly seen as the Caliph of the Sunni Muslim world and, to Crimean Tatars, the
Ottoman empire was simply known as the devlet-i aliye (the Exalted Empire) or
memleket-i Islam (Dominion of Islam).8 Historically, ties between the Crimean Tatars
and Ottoman Turks had also been very close and, by the 1700s, the Crimea khanate
had gradually come under the control of the Turks who controlled much of the
southern Crimea directly. In addition to their ties with the Ottomans in the Crimea
itself, the Tatars had settled in and exerted great political influence over the neighbor-
ing Ottoman-controlled plains in the northern Caucasus (the Kuban region) and
coastal areas of Romania and Bulgaria (Dobruca) for centuries and their emigration to
these areas was simply a more urgent continuation of an age old pattern of migration.9

The first, mass Tatar migration of approximately 60,000 Tatars to the lands of the
Sultan began soon after the signing of the Treaty of Jassy (1792) in which the Ottomans
finally acknowledged Russian authority over this land which had been so cherished by
the Ottoman Porte.10 Tens of thousands of Crimean Tatars (from a pre-conquest total
population of approximately half a million) left the southern towns of the Crimea at this
time for the "Golden Mountains" (zolotie gori) of Turkey.11 According to contemporary
Russian accounts, emissaries from the Ottoman empire and local mullahs were very
influential in convincing Tatars to emigrate to Anatolia (usually by boat) during the
succeeding century.12 One account claimed:

The Turkish agents, who were well dressed with large amounts of money in
their pockets, moved through the (Crimean) cities and countryside relating
how 'wonderful' and 'fortunate' life was in Turkey. The agitators were helped
by the mullahs who had speculated on the religious devotion of the common
Tatars. 'The giaours' (unbelievers) are robbing you' they said 'it is not
necessary to endure this any longer, God himself has led you to resettle in
Turkey'.13

Local Tsarist officials in the Crimea did not of course trust the Crimean Muslims or
sympathize with their links to the greater Islamic world and many considered the
Crimean Tatars to be nothing more than an Islamic fifth column. In his article on the
Crimean Tatar emigrations, Mark Pinson claims "The Russian sources with great
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A Community Reimagined 229

frequency use the word 'fanaticism' in connection with the Tatars' attachment to their
religion, or feelings of kinship with other Muslim peoples".14 It is therefore not
surprising that the cultural, historic, religious and blood ties between Turks and Tatars
were viewed with perhaps the most suspicion by Russian military authorities.

The Crimea's Muslims were in fact targeted for preemptive strikes by Russian
military during the 1806-1812 War with Turkey and the 1853-1856 Crimean War with
the Ottomans and their Western allies. On both occasions, whole Tatar coastal
communities were expelled from their villages to prevent communication with Turkish
naval squadrons operating in the area, Muslim villagers were arrested in raids aimed at
preventing rebellions and, during the Crimean War, the Russian military actually
proposed the expulsion of the entire Crimean Tatar community to Siberia.15 The
causes for the Crimean Tatars' mass abandonment of their ancestral lands were thus
more than a matter of simple "fanaticism" and actually have many parallels with the
Catholic Irish migrations to America to escape the oppression of Protestant English
landlords and poor economic conditions in Ireland.

The average Crimean Tatar peasant, it would seem, left his home to partake in a
massive out migration that combined both the practical dream of creating a new life in
the Ottoman domains and an almost messianic objective of living once again in the
safety of the dor al-Islam. Migration in fact became institutionalized in 19th century
Crimean Muslim culture and folklore from the period is replete with images of the
sorrow of migration. Seen from the wider perspective, the Crimean Tatars migrations
were actually part of a larger process of expulsion and massacres of Muslim ethnic
groups (Bosniaks, Turks, Albanians, Circassians, Pomaks, Abkhazians, Lazes, etc.) that
was to completely change the ethnographic character of Eastern Europe and lead to the
death of approximately 5 million Muslims in an area stretching from the Caucasus
mountains to Bosnia.16 The fate of tens of thousands of Tatar peasants who emigrated
to the dreamed land of the Ottoman empire was to be quite tragic, especially during the
post Crimean War emigration of 1856-1861 to Dobruca and Anatolia. According to
the most reliable sources, some two thirds of the Crimea's Tatar population left their
homeland at this time, often in the most horrendous circumstances. One source claims
that as many as 60,000 Crimean Tatars (out of a total migrating population of
180,000) may have died in transit to Turkey when they drowned in storms or died of
diseases. Witnesses speak of hundreds of Crimean Tatar bodies washing up on the
shores of the Black Sea on a daily basis during the height of the migration.17 Contem-
porary sources describe an almost frenzied departure from the Crimea as whole villages
and nomadic tribes (such as the Nogais) abandoned their ancestral lands sold their
property for a pittance and rushed to board unsturdy Turkish ships waiting to transport
them across the stormy Black Sea.18

Those that survived the hazardous journey and the unhealthy conditions awaiting
them in the refugee packed ports of Anatolia managed to preserve some of their culture
(songs, literature, Tatar newspapers etc.) but largely assimilated with the surrounding
Turkish population over the next two generations.19 A Turkish-Tatar historian has
pointed out that few Crimean Tatars in Turkey were interested in events in their former
homeland; for these industrious survivors of this tragic hijra (religious migration),
Turkey was, as Wolfson points out, the "Promised Land" (zemli obetovannoi) and few
spared a backwards glance to Russia.20 Today there are between 1 and 3 million Turks
of Tatar descent who have become an integral part of the nation of Turkey; an officially
homogenous nation which of course makes little allowance for the previous ethnic
affiliation of its numerous citizens from the Balkans, Caucasus and Crimea.21 The
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230 Brian G. Williams

smaller Tatar communities that tenaciously survived in Bulgaria and Romania have,
however, avoided assimilation by their Christian neighbors and tend to identify them-
selves on a religious rather than a national basis.22

The Redefining of Crimean Muslim Identity: The Rise of Nationalism

The emigrations to the Ottoman empire of course had a disastrous effect on the
desolated remnant of the Tatar community in the Crimea and created a crisis of
identity for the peninsula's Muslims. 19th century accounts described Tatar society in
the Crimea as "oppressed and perishing".23 Writing in this same time period, Laurence
Oliphant wrote,

It was melancholy to think that the inhabitants of these lovely valleys were
gradually disappearing under the blighting influence which Russia appears to
exercise over her Muslim subjects. Of late years the Tartars have been rapidly
diminishing, and now number about a hundred thousand, or scarcely half the
entire population of the Crimea. Their energy, too, seems declining with
numbers. Whole tracts of country susceptible of a high state of cultivation,
and once producing abundantly, are now lying waste; their manufactories
deteriorating, their noble families becoming extinct, their poor ground down
by Russian tax-gatherers, and swindled out of their substance by dishonest
sub-officials.24

Although there were further migrations in 1874 and 1891-1902, the second of which
was caused by rumors concerning "pending Tsarist repression of Islam and the Muslim
way of life", the scale was never as great as it had been in the five years following the
Crimean War.25 The earlier, post-Crimean War migrations had in fact been finally
halted by the Russian authorities in 1861 as a result of pressure from wealthy po-
meshchiks.26 It is ironic that a Tatar presence in the Crimean peninsula may have thus
been forcefully maintained by the Russian administration for purely economic reasons.
Pinson claims that, far from seeing the Crimean Tatars as the descendants of a people
with a proud past, the Russian landowners (most of whom had been hurt by the loss
of their peasant workforce) saw the Tatars as "a kind of labor pool on which all the local
gentry felt free to draw".27

That the passive rural community of Muslims in the Crimea were viewed in this light
is not surprising when one confronts the effects of less than one hundred years of
Russian rule on this once dynamic people. By the 1860s, the Crimean Tatars were a
culturally, economically and politically impoverished people with almost no sense of
political identity. The 19th century Tsarist policy towards the Crimean Tatars had,
according to one account, "insisted that only a sense of traditional religious identity
remain intact".28 In the words of Turkish/Tatar historian, Hakkan Kirimli, "A hundred
years after the establishment of Russian rule, Crimean Tatar society displayed every
sign of impending dissolution and was clearly on the verge of eclipse as a separate
group".29

By the 1870s, however, a new generation of Crimean Tatar intellectuals who had
been educated in schools in Moscow, St Petersburg, Istanbul and even Paris began to
address the problems confronting their atrophied society in a new framework. The
views of this avant-garde were to be strongly influenced by contemporary, Western
political currents such as nationalism and socialism. At the forefront of this movement
was a middle class newspaper editor and educator named Ismail Gaspirali. Gaspirali
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A Community Reimagined 231

and his cohorts represented a new social force in the Crimea made up primarily of-
young lycee students, teachers and a secular intelligentsia that had been exposed to
contemporary Western political and social currents and who sought to apply reformist
remedies to reinvigorate their decaying community of apolitical peasants. This group
condemned religious conservatism (usul-i kaditri) and blamed the traditional ulema
(religious leadership) and mirzas (the co-opted Tatar nobility) for many of the social ills
that they believed had led their ethnic group to such a dismal condition. Gaspirali
considered the religiously-based curriculum of the Crimea's mekteb and medressa
(seminary) educational system to be a main cause of the cultural and educational
malaise that confronted his (and all Russian Muslims') society. In order to remedy this
situation, Gaspirali and his supporters opened a series of innovative usul-i jadid (new
method) schools in the Crimea and other Muslim regions in the Empire that taught a
variety of secular subjects, from French to geography, in an effort to expand the
horizons of a new generation of Russian Muslims.30 Gaspirali's educational reforms did
in fact have a tremendous impact on a new class of educated, secular leaders who began
to replace the atrophied conservative Tatar elite in many local administrative positions
during the early 20th century.

Gaspirali was also an outspoken supporter of plans calling for greater unity among
Russia's many Turkic-Muslim groups and his widely read newspaper, Tercuman (the
Translator) promoted the creation of a cohesive Turkic nation made up of many Turkic
"subgroupings" such as the Azerbajanis, Crimean Tatars, Kazakhs, Uzbeks and Volga
Tatars. These cultural attempts to forge a united Turkic nation within the Russian
context followed in the logical steps of nation formation in Western Europe. In France
and Germany, for example, a wide variety of principalities and states speaking vastly
different Germanic or French dialects had been, over a period of time, melded through
conquest and diplomacy into a unified nation state that spoke a central dialect that
became the national language. Gaspirali, in a similar vein, attempted to stress the
ethnic, cultural and linguistic commonalties among the Empire's Turkic groups in
order to forge linguistic and cultural bonds between the members of a vast Pan-Turkic
nation. Had Gaspirali and his supporters among the Volga Tatars been successful, they
could have laid the foundation for the formation a powerful nation encompassing a
broad ethnic belt stretching from the Crimea in the west to Russia's Central Asian
frontiers with China and Iran.

The attempts to forge a common language and identity for this imagined Pan-Turkic
nation, however, failed for a variety of reasons; the most obvious reason being the
insurmountable practical difficulties which thwarted these early attempts to unite a
variety of peoples who had been separated for hundreds of years by wide expanses of
territory. The nomadic Kazakh shepherd on the Chinese border, who spoke a Kipchak
Turkic language, had little in common (in cultural terms or in political objectives) with
a Europeanized, urban Tatar from the Crimea who spoke a hybrid Turkic language
closer to Ottoman Turkish. The notion of a "Turkic Homeland" (often known as
Turan or Turkestan) was also too broad in scope to seize the constituent peoples'
imagination and few but a dedicated coterie of Tatar and Azeri intellectuals considered
themselves members of a Pan-Turkic nation in the late 19th century.

By the turn of the century, however, the younger (and usually more revolutionary)
followers of Gaspirali, informally known as the Mladotatary (Young Tatars), had begun
to focus on the idea of improving the political and social lot of their, more narrowly
defined, community of Tatars in the Crimea. These students, teachers, and members
of a nascent intelligentsia who had been inspired by Russian nationalists and the Young
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232 Brian G. Williams

Turk movement in the Ottoman empire, began to think of their Crimean branch of
Tatars (the main Tatar population resides in the upper Volga region) as a distinct
nation. A local version of Tatar nationalism with a newly formulated emphasis on the
Crimean peninsula as the Tatars' sacred vatan (Homeland) began to be formulated by
this new social strata in the final days of the Russian empire. Hakkan Kirimli claims "It
was the Young Tatars who manifestly introduced the territorially-bound and-defined
Crimean Tatar national concept. For them the Crimea was the Fatherland of the
Crimean Tatars, who had unalienable historical rights upon it".31 It was at this time
that a previously latent, political affiliation with the Crimean territory began to develop
among this passive people who had, for centuries, simply abandoned their land in the
face of political and economic pressures from the Russian landowners.

Prior to the late 19th century, there had been no well articulated political theory
among the Crimean Tatars which proclaimed their unique claim to, and identification
with a particular territorial unit as a national homeland. The concept of vatan had, in
fact, been introduced to a few Ottoman emissaries to the West only a century earlier
and was, at this time, a relatively new political concept. Bernard Lewis writes, "The use
of the word watan (Turkish vatan) in a political sense, equivalent to the French patrie,
the English country, or the German vaterland, dates from the late eighteenth century,
and is clearly due to European influence and example.32 The massive migrations of
hundreds of thousands of Crimean Muslims to the so-called ak toprak (White Soil) of
Turkey had, in fact, been partially motivated by the Crimean Muslims' traditional,
Islamic "Weltanschauung which viewed the Ottoman empire, and not the Crimean dar
al-harb, as being a sacred abode. While the Crimean Tatar emigrants to the Ottoman
empire certainly felt great sorrow upon leaving the cherished Crimea and their native
villages (there are, for example, many Tatar folk songs lamenting separation from the
Crimea) this can in no way be equated to the new political conceptualization of the
Crimea as the entire Crimean Tatar people's sacred soil.33 When one influential
Crimean Tatar nationalist, Abdureshid Mehdi, utilized the, almost certainly spurious,
hadith "hubb al-vatan, min al-iman" (Love of the homeland is love of the faith) to
legitimize and strengthen his people's attachment to the Crimean vatan, this repre-
sented a novel perception of the Crimea as the Tatars' exclusive Fatherland.

As a growing segment of Crimean Tatar society began to identify with the Crimea in
geographic-political terms in the early 1900s, they similarly began to feel a sense of
political unity with other ethnic Tatars on this territory. Previously important regional
and dialectical differences between Tatars of the northern Crimean plains (known as
Nogais) and those in the southern mountains (Tats) and Black Sea littoral (Yaliboyus)
were subsumed by a greater interest in their shared cultural, linguistic and ethnic
similarities. Although the Young Tatars were originally small in number, they soon
gained support among the common Crimean Tatar peasants in all the Crimea's distinct
geographic regions. Albeit, much of this support was initially gained by the nationalist
reformers' social programs which called for the redistribution of the pomeshchik and
vaqif (Muslim clerical' endowment or waqf) estates.

With the backing of many Muslim peasants in the countryside thus assured by the
informally organized Young Tatars, members of a Tatar revolutionary group, which
had been established in Istanbul in 1906 known simply as Vatan, began to establish
underground revolutionary cells throughout the peninsula as the Russian empire
tottered around them. Upon the collapse of central authority in the Crimea following
the overthrow of the Russian empire during World War I, the way was paved for the
well organized Crimean Tatar nationalist cells to seize power in a large portion of the
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peninsula even though the Tatars by this time numbered only 25% of the Crimea's
total population (Russians made up 50% and Ukrainians and others 25%) ,34 On 24
November 1917, members of the Crimean Tatars' newly created MiUi Firka (National
Party) held a Kurultay (national assembly) in the central city of Simpheropol, seat of the
Crimean govenors, and declared the Crimea an independent state.

It was at this time that many of the Crimean Tatar national symbols and icons were
created that were to be deeply embedded in the nationalist memory of this people. The
national flag, which featured the long forgotten, Crimean khans' tamgha (royal seal),
the national anthem, Ant Etkenmen (I Have Pledged), and national martyrs, such as
Numan Chelebi Chihan, the young president of the Kurultay who was later executed by
the Bolsheviks, were all forged at this time.35 The nationalist sentiment of the Crimean
Tatar nationalist leadership and their growing sense of an almost mystic attachment to
the nation and homeland during this tumultuous period was summed up in the
following Milli Firka oath:

I gave my oath to die for the nation
I am always prepared to dry the tears of the nation

If I do not fulfill this oath
Then I myself will be the great Khan
And let them bury me in my grave.36

As was the case in so many other periphery areas that seceded from Russia during
this time of instability, however, the Crimean Tatars were unable to successfully defend
their short lived state from larger forces seeking to reconstitute the Empire and, after
experiencing a previous military defeat at the hands of the Bolsheviks in 1918, the
Crimea was conquered by the (largely Russian) Red Army in 1920. Fortunately for the
Crimean Tatar nationalists, Soviet leader Vladimir Lenin chose to institutionally
recognize the former Russian empire's many diverse ethnic groups in an obvious
attempt to co-opt these ethnically-based sources of resistance to Communist authority,
and create a more stable form of government. Communist theoreticians also felt that,
without national development, most of the new state's ethnic groups were at too low a
stage of cultural, economic and political development to allow for the implementation
of advanced socialism.

The new Soviet regime thus set itself to the task of conducting one of the
most ambitious nation building programs in world history, a program of
"Bantusation" that was to see the overnight development of a myriad of territorial
"homelands" and nations within a union of ethnically based Soviet Socialist Republics
and autonomous territories. For the next 16 years, Soviet nationality committees
demarcated the former Russian empire into a series of partially self determined ethnic
regions that varied in size from the massive, Russian Republic to smaller Autonomous
Oblasts (districts) such as the autonomous territory of the Evenk reindeer herders of the
Arctic Circle. In 1921, the Nar Komnats (Soviet Nationalities Commissariat) granted
the Crimea a secondary ranking as the Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
(ASSR). Although the Crimean Tatars were not given dejure recognition as the titular
national group in this republic (as was the case for the Uzbeks in the Uzbek Soviet
Socialist Republic for example), they were given de facto recognition as the Crimean
ASSR's privileged, native nationality. This is not surprising as it became obvious that
the Soviet government may have had an ulterior motive to creating the Crimean ASSR,
namely, to use it as a showcase to promote the rise of communism in neighboring
Turkey.
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This de facto recognition of the Crimean Tatars came in the shape of korenizatsiia
(literally rooting, a form of "affirmative action" for indigenous or eponymous ethnic
groups) which designated the Crimean Tatar language as the national language of the
Crimea (in addition to Russian) and gave the minority Crimean Tatars preferential
treatment in the Crimean ASSR government, in the workplace and in cultural affairs.
Idealistic Bolsheviks promoted the creation of a mass-based, Crimean Tatar national
culture which included dance troupes, theaters, literary works, and histories and
Communist activists (among whom were many Tatars) established a widespread
secondary and university educational system which greatly increased Tatar literacy in
the Crimea. On the political front, the Bolsheviks co-opted members of the Milli Firka
by bringing them into the republican administration and Crimean Tatar nationalists
were, in this fashion, able to continue the work of nation building among their
countrymen under the guise of Marxist Socialism and the watchful eye of the Kremlin.

By 1927, the Soviet regime had, however, finally established a firm central authority
throughout the USSR and new Soviet leader, Joseph Stalin, saw the burgeoning
national identities in the Union's various ethno-administrative territories as a centri-
fugal threat to his long-term objective of creating a unified Soviet Rodina (in Russian,
Motherland) in which the various nationalities were to undergo sliianie (literally,
"merging" but, in fact, Russification). In order to confront this threat of "bourgeois
nationalism", Stalin commenced a purge of all Communist-nationalist leaders in the
various republics that began with his execution of the Crimean ASSR's Tatar leader-
ship, headed by the Crimean Tatar, Veli Ibrahimov (Chairman of the Crimean Council
of People's Commissars), in 1928.37

Later official accounts criticized the anathematized Ibrahimov for refusing to
"liquidate" Tatar kulaks (wealthy peasants) after he reputedly claimed "among the
Tatars there are no poor or rich, there is but one nation".38 While these political purges
and later policies of collectivization and de-kulakization did destroy much of the
counterrevolutionary" progress made by the last remnants of the Milli Firka, the vast
majority of the Crimean Tatars had, by the late 1920s, begun to think of themselves in
national terms. The Soviet regime in fact continued to unconsciously promote this
development by officially recognizing the Crimean Tatars in internal passports, cen-
suses, residency and work permits etc. as Krymskie Tatari (Crimean Tatars). This
institutionalization of geographically-based ethnicity throughout the USSR was com-
bined with continued scientific research (archeology, anthropology, linguistics, history)
on the republican level into the "national" history of the Soviet ethnic groups. This
broad program of scientific research stressed the "natural", "timeless", "immutable"
and the "rooted" nature of the Soviet nations and their homelands and many national
identities, such as the Karakalpaks and Belorussians, were delimited and invented
almost over night in this fashion. For the first time in the Crimea's history, the average
Crimean Tatar began to read (in his Tatar national vernacular not the Arabic of the
medressas) about his people's national accomplishments and to identify with the
Crimean Khanate and its past glories.

The completion of the shift towards a secular, ethnic basis of identity among the
Crimean Tatars (which had been completed in the Crimea far earlier than in Muslim
Central Asia or the northern Caucasus) was accompanied by a corresponding decline
in religious consciousness as Islam, like all religions in the officially atheist Soviet
Union, lost its institutional hold over the common people due to mosque closings and
mass executions of religious figures. A new generation of educated, secular Tatars that
based its understanding of group identity and homeland on the "scientific" principles
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of Marxist-Leninism and not the Koran was thereby forged in its own official territory
during the 1920s and 1930s. To this new generation, the Crimean autonomous
homeland was more than an object of civic pride and devotion, it was the primary basis
for receiving further benefits of korenizatsiia and an indispensable basis for official
recognition. In his article on the significance of homeland to Muslim citizens in the
USSR, James Critchlow claimed "No resident of a republic can live untouched by
awareness of his belonging to it, not even a peasant with limited schooling leading an
immobile existence on a remote kolkhoz (collective farm)".39

Most Soviet citizens of Crimean Tatar nationality had, by the start of World War II,
certainly developed greater emotional attachment to their Crimean Fafaw/ASSR than to
the larger Soviet Rodina. This tendency was exacerbated in the Crimea (and elsewhere)
by Stalin's ill treatment of national groups during the 1930s. The Soviet Center had
killed or deported as many as 40,000 of the Crimean Tatars' newly formed intellectual
and political leadership (and kulaks) during the post-lbrahimov purges of the 1930s and
destroyed the Tatars' traditional economy by collectivizing property and this had
certainly weakened the bonds of loyalty many Crimean Tatars felt towards the greater
homeland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The frailty of most Soviet national-
ities' ties of loyalty to the Soviet Union was in fact to be dramatically evinced during
the surprise German Blitzkrieg of the Western Soviet republics during the early days of
World War II.

The Destruction of the Crimean Tatar Nation: 1941-1988

As Hitler's panzers rolled across the borders of the USSR into Belorussia, the Ukraine
and western portions of Russia in June of 1941, easily capturing hundreds of thousands
of square miles (and whole Soviet armies with Crimean Tatars in their midst), Stalin's
pretensions to having "solved the nationality problem" through the creation of a
theoretical Homo-Sovieticus were proven to have been false. In the Slavic areas,
villagers greeted the Nazi invaders as liberators offering them bread and salt, while
many members of the non-Slavic nationalities of the German occupied north Caucasus
region, such as the Kalmyks, Chechens, Ingush, Karachay, Balkars, and the Tatars of
the Crimea considered the Wehrmacht to be a liberating force. As many as 1.4 million
Soviet citizens (POWs, collaborators, stragglers, forced recruits etc.) from all national-
ities, including tens of thousands of Russians, may have joined the invaders in fighting
against their Soviet "homeland" during the war still known in the CIS as the "Great
Patriotic War".40

In this respect the Crimean Tatars were no different; between 8000 and 20,000
Crimean Tatars joined German organized, self defense battalions utilized by the
occupation regime to hunt down Soviet partisans in the Crimea.41 The Crimean Tatar
battalions, like all national groups fighting with the Nazi army, were given their own
uniform insignia which, interestingly enough, was the Bozkurt (Grey Wolf emblem of
pan-Turkists) and may indicate that there was still some pan-Turkic sentiment among
the Crimean Tatars.42 That the Tatars chose to fight under any symbol other than the
hammer and sickle is not surprising considering their previous treatment at the hands
of Stalin or their handling by the Soviet wartime forces. In the early days of the war,
Crimean Tatars who attempted to join Soviet partisan units were executed and Soviet
propaganda in the peninsula rallied support from Russians (and excluded Tatars) with
the cry "Remember that you are Russian people, and Russian people never betray their
homeland!"43 In the Crimea and throughout the embattled Soviet Union, Stalin
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236 Brian G. Williams

increasingly presented the war as a defense of a Russian homeland not a multinational
state.

Newly released, KGB documents and samizdat (underground dissident literature)
concerning the war in the Crimea show that, in spite of Stalin's Russophone stance,
between 20,000 and 75,000 Crimean Tatars actually served in the Red Army and
partisan groups during the war.44 Regardless of the numbers, it is tragically clear that
thousands of Crimean Tatars fought in the war and died in large numbers for both a
dreamed of Crimean Tatar state under German protection and for the Soviet Rodina.
For the Crimean Tatars, the bloody expulsion of the Nazi invaders from the Crimea in
May of 1944, however, offered no reprieve from the horrors of the brutal German
occupation. These war numbed survivors of German massacres and equally brutal
Soviet partisan raids discovered in the first week of their liberation that their entire
nation had been declared traitors to the Rodina by the Soviet government. According
to one witness, upon arrival in Tatar villages "Unrestrained (Red Army) soldiers raped
women and children. Defenseless people were plundered and hung. For two weeks, the
Tatars were tortured, attacked and killed".45

After the initial storm following the Soviet reoccupation of the Crimean ASSR, a
calm prevailed in the peninsula until the Soviet government ordered a mass mobiliza-
tion of healthy Crimean Tatar males between the ages of 18 and 60. Although they
were not to know it at the time, the majority of these recruits were to be sent to forced
labor camps in the Urals and Siberia where their dreadfully high mortality rate assured
that many never saw their families again. The final coupe de grace to the Crimean
nation came on the night of 18 May 1944. In a move that has striking similarities to the
recent ethnic cleansing of Bosnian Muslims and Croats in the Balkans, Stalin gave the
order to "cleanse" (the term "ochistit", to "cleanse" or "purge" was used in the order)
the Crimea of the Tatars who were described as "agents and resident spies of the
Germans".46

In actuality, this was a calculated move to clear the Crimea, for all time, of a
long-suspected ethnic group in preparation for a potential war with the Republic of
Turkey over possession of the Bosphorous straits and Kars region in Eastern Turkey.
The fact that Stalin also secretly ordered the mass deportation of the Meskhetian Turks
(a small conglomerate of Muslim groups on the Georgian and Armenian ASSRs'
borders with Turkey) at this time, even though they had never came into contact with
the German invaders, supports this theory. The destruction of the Crimean Tatar
nation and later Slavisization of the Crimea appears to have been the result, not of
domestic policies, but of foreign policy maneuvers that called for a (hypothetical) war
with Turkey in the closing days of World War II.

Irrespective of the reasons the results were the same. On the fateful night of 18 May,
all Crimean Tatar towns and villages were surrounded by NKVD (precursor of the
KGB) military units and the entire Crimean Tatar population was herded at gun point
onto train cars for deportation to Central Asia. With only a few minutes to spare, the
panicked inhabitants of ancient Tatar villages were forced to abandon their belongings,
their ancestral homes and their familiar setting for an uncertain fate almost 2,000 miles
away in the distant lands of the Soviet Union's arid Central Asian republics or Siberia.

Many would not survive the long trip which was made in the most horrific condi-
tions. Among the deportees, wounded Red Army soldiers (a number of whom received
Soviet medals for valor), the elderly and the very young were cut down in droves due
to diseases resulting from unsanitary conditions in the slow moving, packed cattle carts,
from lack of water, starvation and the sheer trauma of forced removal from homeland.
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Tens of thousands of Crimean Tatars actually died en route to Central Asia in the
sealed carts and survivors tell of NKVD soldiers throwing the bodies of deceased loved
ones onto the side of the rail tracks as the sealed trains made their journey to
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Siberia to disperse the survivors.47 Once in
Central Asia (the majority of the decimated survivors were deposited in Uzbekistan),
the Crimean Tatars were scattered throughout spetsposeleniye (penal camps) where
many more died of exposure, starvation and epidemics. For 12 years the Crimean
Tatars were not permitted to go more than 3 miles from their "special settlements",
their language was abolished and the nation was declared non-existent.

Soon after the deportation, Stalin had the Crimean ASSR downgraded to the status
of a regular oblast (district) within the Russian Republic and tens of thousands of
Russian colonists were settled in the Crimean Tatars' abandoned houses and villages.
In conjunction with this settlement, the totalitarian regime used its vast, Orwellian
resources to obliterate more than five hundred years of Tatar presence in the Crimean
peninsula. The distinctive Tatar mosques which had marked the Crimea's landscape
for centuries were razed, Muslim cemeteries bulldozed, topographical features and
villages with ancient Tatar names were given Russian names and Crimean Tatar
literature destroyed. By the 1950s, the sun baked, semi-tropical shore of the southern
Crimea had also been developed into the USSR's premiere vacation resort. Once lazy
Tatar coastal hamlets were replaced by bustling sanitariums and hotels which catered
to millions of Soviet citizens who vacationed in a land few could guess had once been
previously "occupied" by Crimean Tatar Muslims. Finally, in 1954, the Crimean oblast
was transferred from Russia to the Ukraine by the new Soviet leader, Nikita
Khrushchev in a move that was (at that time) seen as largely symbolic.

As harsh as these arbitrary administrative policies were, they were of secondary
importance to the Crimean Tatars during their first years of exile. The primary concern
initially was for reestablishing contacts with loved ones who had been separated during
the deportation, adapting to conditions in a new environment (this was made more
difficult by the "cold welcome" the Tatars received from the native population) and
assessing the damage to the nation in demographic terms.48 The losses to the Crimean
Tatar people were truly staggering as the survivors discovered by the means of a self
census. According to recent (although not necessarily conclusive) sources, almost one
out of every two Crimean Tatars died during the deportation and resettlement in
Central Asia (110,000 out of a total of 238,500) and all families were devastated by
personal losses.49 If one also accepts the Crimean Tatar claim that 57,000 of their
countrymen perished fighting in the war prior to the deportation, then this statistic
reveals that this small nation suffered tremendously in demographic terms during the
war (the United States by contrast lost 298,000 in W I I ) . The horrors of the war and,
to a greater extent, the communal deportation, were to be permanently etched in the
Crimean Tatars' collective memory and future generations were to grow up raised on
stories of The Deportation.

In socio-political terms the Crimean Tatar nation had been all but destroyed by the
deportation and were in danger of complete social disintegration. By stripping the
Crimean Tatars of the territorial basis for recognition, the Kremlin had erased this
nation of "traitors" from the USSR's ethnic map and it became apparent that the
unique Crimean Tatar ethnic identity had been slated for total eradication. Scattered
across thousands of miles throughout six Soviet republics with no institutions to
maintain their national identity (the Crimean Tatars had no newspapers in their
language, no schooling in Tatar etc.), few Westerners expected the Crimean Tatars to
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maintain their separate national identity much less sustain any sense of cohesion for
more than a generation. Lemercier Quelquejay's gloomy postscript for the Crimean
Tatars was typical. According to this account, "the Crimean Tatars are doomed to be
assimilated by the peoples among whom they are now living. Thus a people with a long,
glorious and tragic past will disappear from history".50

The Rebirth of the Crimean Tatar Nation

Little was heard from the Crimean Tatars or the other deported "traitor nations" (the
Chechens, Ingush, Karachay, Balkars, Kalmyks, Volga Germans and Meskhetian
Turks) in the decade following their deportation but this changed following the death
of Stalin in 1953 and the gradual easing of totalitarianism during his successor, Nikita
Khrushchev's rule (1953-1964). At the Twentieth Party Congress in 1956,
Khrushchev addressed the problem of the so called Punished Nations and, in an effort
to redress some of the injustices leveled on these groups during the war, he exonerated
all but three of the nations and officially granted them the right to return to their
autonomous regions. Upon hearing this declaration, the Crimean Tatar exiles were
stunned to hear that their nation, along with the Volga Germans and Meskhetian
Turks, had been excluded in the decree and that they were, by inference, condemned
to languish in exile. Subsequent conciliatory gestures on the part of local Communist
authorities, such as the granting of permission for the publication of Crimean Tatar
language newspaper (Lenin Bayragi, the Banner of Lenin) and the easing of the special
settlement restrictions in the places of exile, did not satisfy the aspirations of this people
who enviously witnessed the mass return of hundreds of thousands of deported
Caucasian peoples to their reconstituted mountain homeland republics.

The feelings of shock and disappointment among the Crimean Tatars were profound
and a generation that had grown up in exile always believing in the reversible nature of
their displacement began to devise a new strategy to fulfill their goal of returning to the
Crimea. The Crimean Tatars' shared sense of injustice and their growing frustration
with the Kremlin gradually fostered the rise of a mass "Return to the Homeland"
movement among this dispersed people. In a remarkable display of organization and
national unity, Crimean Tatar activists formed action committees in all the places of
their exile which worked to energize the Tatars politically, keep their culture alive and
forge greater national solidarity.

Far from witnessing the destruction of Crimean Tatar national identity, the late
1950s witnessed the rise of a greater sense of cohesion and national activism among the
deportees as their shared sense of grievance provided a platform for political mobiliza-
tion. In Uzbekistan in particular, initiative groups were formed at the grass roots level
which were organized to pressure both local authorities and the Kremlin into politically
rehabilitating the Crimean Tatars and allowing for their return to the Crimea. Accord-
ing to one account of the movement, "Any Crimean Tatar who wished could join.
Within a city, street groups informed the city group of their activities; the city group in
turn informed the area group; the area group informed the republic group".51

In this fashion, the Crimean Tatar nationalists issued the first, ethnically based,
frontal challenge to the Soviet regime in modern history. In the following decades there
were at least three reported cases of protest related self immolation among the Crimean
Tatars, dozens of their activists and dissidents were arrested and given lengthy jail terms
in the Gulag. Demonstrations calling for the re-establishment of the Crimean ASSR
were forcefully broken up by the militia. Individual Crimean Tatars who attempted to
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return to the Crimea were routinely beaten, arrested and deported. Increasingly more
Crimean Tatars became involved in the struggle for homeland by defending friends and
neighbors who had been arrested for opposing the forced settlement regime.52 This was
not, however, a spontaneous outburst of frustration as in the case of the intifada. The
Crimean Tatars abstained from violence, the activists skillfully manipulated Soviet law
to demonstrate the illegality of their continued exile and the leaders of the movement
were, increasingly, highly educated or white collar workers.

One of the dissidents who is representative of this new parallel leadership among the
Crimean Tatars, Mustafa Dzhemilev, earned a Mandela-like status among Central
Asians (and the honorary title Kirimoglu—"son of the Crimea"—among his people) for
his sacrifices made in the name of his people. Dzhemilev, a physically unimposing man
who still suffers from health problems resulting from his 15 years spent in prison and
labor camps, is exemplary of a new generation of average Tatars who made tremendous
personal sacrifices to bring about the return of the Crimean Tatars to their ancestral
lands. Far from quelling the Crimean Tatars' Homeland Movement, the arrests of
Dzhemilev and hundreds of others in the Uzbek capital of Tashkent deepened the
average Tatars' sense of grievance. One Soviet general who was sympathetic to the
Crimean Tatars' cause claimed "Despite their expectations, the punitive actions of the
authorities called forth still greater political activism on the part of the Crimean Tatar
masses. The number of appeals and protests continued to grow".53

Although the Crimean Tatars had, by the 1960s, tenaciously overcome the previous
political and socio-economic obstacles confronting their people (in many instances the
Crimean Tatars had by this time surpassed their Central Asian hosts in educational and
economic terms), most continued to agitate for a return to their previous home.
Contemporary accounts point out that an increasingly broad base of the Crimean Tatar
exile population became involved in the struggle to return. In one mass petition to the
Twenty Third Party Congress, for instance, more than 120,000 Crimean Tatars
"virtually the whole adult population" took the decided risk of signing a document
requesting the rehabilitation and repatriation of their nation.54 Communist authorities
in the normally quiescent Central Asian republic of Uzbekistan began to fear the ripple
effect that the Crimean Tatars' unprecedented challenge to the regime would have on
the surrounding population of 8 million Uzbeks. A United States State Department
report from this era similarly pointed out that the Crimean Tatar protest movement had
a "certain demonstrative effect upon minority nationalities in Central Asia and else-
where".55

Finally, on 21 July 1967, a committee of Crimean Tatar representatives from a group
of 400 who had been lobbying in Moscow itself, was granted permission to meet in the
Kremlin with several high ranking Soviet officials, including KGB chairman Yuri
Andropov. In one of the most unusual events in modem Soviet history, the representa-
tives of this small "non-nation" of less than half a million souls confronted the most
powerful men in the Soviet state and demanded redress for the wrongs suffered by their
people over the previous 23 years. The Crimean Tatar representatives returned to their
communities in Central Asia believing that they would be rehabilitated and the issue of
their return to the Crimea is to be addressed finally. After two tense months, the
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet finally released a decree in September 1967
formally absolving the Crimean Tatars of the accusations of mass betrayal during
WW II and permitting them greater rights in Central Asia.

As important as this gesture was, however, the second part of the decree revealed the
Kremlin's true stance on the most important of the Crimean Tatars' national demands.
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The carefully worded decree claimed that "citizens of Tatar nationality who had
formerly been living in the Crimea have taken root (ukorenilis1) in the territory of the
Uzbek and other Union Republics" and "they enjoy all the rights of Soviet citizens".56

With the stroke of a pen the Crimean Tatars' dream of returning to their homeland had
been once again destroyed and the very existence of their nationality refuted by the
wording of the decree which never used the term Crimean Tatar. If the Soviet
authorities had expected this piecemeal gesture to mollify the Crimean Tatars, their
hopes were dashed by the upsurge in rallies and protests among the increasingly
outspoken exiles in the following year. Had the Kremlin given careful consideration to
the importance of the Crimean homeland as the foundation of the Crimean Tatars'
identity in exile, they would have foreseen that this decree would not placate this
increasingly assertive people. While the nationalistically undeveloped Chechen high-
landers, for instance, had previously organized themselves into clan based tariqats
(religious brotherhoods) and strengthened their unofficial Sufi (mystical) version of
Islam in order to avoid assimilation in exile, the now largely urbanized and secular
Crimean Tatar deportees had instinctively rallied around the concept of their national
homeland to preserve their distinct ethno-national identity.57 The notion of regaining
the lost homeland in fact provided the main foundation for the maintenance of a
separate national identity for Crimean Tatars who consciously resisted assimilation into
the surrounding Central Asian milieu and refused to accept Uzbekistan (or any other
SSR) as their homeland. Azade Ayse Rorlich succinctly summed up the importance of
the Crimea to these exiles claiming, "The struggle for their homeland is at the center
of their struggle to endure as a nation. It unfolds the twin banners of political activism
and cultural assertiveness".58 In their work on the Crimean Tatar national movement,
Guboglo and Chervonaia claim that ideologically, it was the memory of the Crimea that
served as the catalyst for the rise of the Crimean Tatar nationalists movement in exile.59

The stories of this homeland were passed on from one generation to another and
Crimean Tatar children who grew up in Central Asia never having seen the Crimea,
often had very detailed mental maps of their homeland. One Tatar who was 2 years old
during the deportation claimed, "Every Crimean Tatar child had it drummed into his
head that he had a homeland". Another exile explained the importance of the Crimea
in nationalistic terms saying "Most children say 'mama' or 'papa' as their first word.
Our children said 'Ktytn' the word for Crimea".60 The Crimean Tatars' cultural works
during the exile reflected this deep attachment to the Crimean homeland. The works
of the Crimean Tatars' greatest poet, Cengiz Dagci, such as his Yurdunu Kaybeden
Adam (The Man Who Lost His Land) or O Topraklar Bizimdi (That Land Was Ours)
reflect the Crimean Tatars' deep links to their lost homeland as do popular songs and
paintings which usually had a Crimean subject or motif.61 A popular Crimean Tatar
song from the post-deportation period, for example, is the lament of an exile who
surreptitiously enters the Crimean peninsula and visits the Russian occupied house of
his parents and grandparents in the village of his birth and strolls along the wave
washed shores of the Crimea's rugged southern coast before hastily returning to the
deserts of Central Asia to avoid arrest.

By 1970, the Crimean Tatars were to be found in all 15 Soviet republics, from
Leningrad on the Finnish border to Tajikistan on the Afghan border (the only place
forbidden to them was the Crimean oblast) but they were united by their dream of
returning to the homeland. In this respect, the Crimean Tatars can be considered a
modern, homeland-oriented diaspora. According to William Safran, one of the most
fundamental qualifications of a diaspora is that its members "believe that they should,
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collectively, be committed to the maintenance or restoration of their original homeland
and to its safety and prosperity". In many instances, this author points out, diasporas
also "continue to relate, personally and vicariously, to that homeland in one way or
another, and their ethno-communal consciousness and solidarity are importantly
defined by the existence of such a relationship".62

It is only recently that sociologists and geographers have begun to understand the
role that a sense of place has in creating social identities. In describing the significance
of homeland in identity formation, Robert Kaiser describes this concept as "a powerful
geographic mediator in sociopolitical behavior" and there can be little doubt that the
idea of homeland was the dominant stimulus in Crimean Tatar communal activity
during the exile period.63 The Crimean Tatars' situation during the surgun (the Tatar
word for exile or banishment) is analogous with that of another post-World War II
diaspora, the Palestinians. While the disunited Bedouins, townsfolk and peasants in the
land of Palestine had little sense of nation or national homeland prior to 1948, the
deprivation of their ancestral lands has to a certain extent united this people and forged
a greater devotion to the lost Palestinian homeland. Generations of Palestinians have
grown up in "temporary" refugee camps dreaming of the homeland; to these exiles,
Palestine was, in the words of one Palestinian refugee, "not just a geographical entity,
his homeland, but a state of mind, a kind of mystical reflection, a symbol of his
mutilated reality in the diaspora".64

Average Crimean Tatars who might have otherwise similarly been inactive politically
had become politicized by their communal tragedy and members of this nation, from
all walks of life, began to make tremendous sacrifices to overcome the injustice
perpetuated against their people. By denying the legitimacy of the Crimean Tatars'
claims to the Crimea and refusing to acknowledge the existence of their separate
national identity, Soviet authorities may have actually strengthened this people's
attachment to their land and their nation. A nation of activists was in fact created by
the Kremlin's attempts to erase an entire people and deprive them of their territory.
The recent parallels with the increasingly heightened sense of Kurdish national identity
in Eastern Turkey or Albanian identity in the province of Kosovo (Serbia), where the
central authorities have similarly attempted to completely eradicate ethnic identities,
are striking. The failure of these state sponsored attempts to destroy national identities
shows that, once established, national consciousness is all but impossible to destroy.

By the 1970s, the Soviet authorities had begun to realize their mistakes. The
increasing use of force to break up Crimean Tatar rallies (usually held to commemorate
The Deportation) and sentencing of Tatar dissidents to increasingly long sentences
could not provide a long term solution to what had, by this time, become known
throughout the country as the "Crimean Tatar problem". In fact the Crimean Tatars
had established close ties with other well known dissidents in the USSR (including
Andrei Sakharov) and had increasingly made their plight known to the world com-
munity by smuggling samizdat (underground self published) accounts of their struggle
to the West.

In response to the widening scope of the Crimean Tatars' operations, the central
authorities attempted, in the mid 1970s, to placate this troublesome group by establish-
ing an alternative homeland (in the form of an "autonomous oblast" or district) for the
Crimean Tatars in the sparsely populated Karsi oblast of Uzbekistan (this so called
Mubarek Republic was to be centered around the cities of Mubarek and Bahtiyar). In
the words of the dissident who increasingly gave expression to the Crimean Tatars'
demands, Mustafa Dzhemilev "Kirimoglu", "this plan soon faded away ignominiously,
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because for the Crimean Tatars there was no Homeland other than the Crimea."
Dzhemilev pointed out that "it was completely clear to all the Crimean Tatars that they
had the prospects to revive their national culture in their own Homeland, and that only
there could the people survive as a distinct people".65

In their history of the Crimean Tatar national movement, Guboglo and Chervonnaia
go on to state that "Any attempt to reconcile the Crimean Tatars with their status quo,
to settle them in other republics or to search for means for their rebirth on 'foreign' land
were perceived as provocative and hostile to the fundamental interests of the nation".66

Although the government tried coercion to prod the Crimean Tatars into settling in this
ersatz homeland (in 1982 for instance Crimean Tatar university graduates in Tashkent
were denied their diplomas for refusing to settle here) their efforts ended in complete
failure. The failure of the "Mubarek Republic" to gain adherents among the Crimean
Tatars has many parallels with the failure of the Soviet attempts to convince Jews to
settle in their artificially created homeland in the Soviet Far East, known as Biro-
bidzhan, or the British attempts to create a Jewish homeland in Uganda. These
examples demonstrate the tremendous importance of an emotional or imaginary link to
a specific territory among a people or nation if this land is to be considered a
"homeland"

By the late 1980s it became widely apparent that even Crimean Tatars who had never
seen the Crimea had certainly not "taken root" in Central Asia in any sense, in fact
thousands of Crimean Tatars began to move to the Ukrainian provinces bordering the
Crimea to the north (or the Krasnodar territory in the neighboring Caucasus region) to
position themselves closer to their cherished homeland. In addition, Crimean authori-
ties increasingly had to forcefully (re)deport determined Crimean Tatar families at-
tempting to settle in the Crimea. The Crimean Tatars, it would seem, had never grown
to accept Uzbekistan, Tajikistan or Kazakhistan as a homeland (despite their cultural
similarities with the Uzbeks and others) and, unlike the Koreans and Uighurs who were
to be found in large numbers in Central Asia, they refused to consider these republics
their home. The Crimean Tatars refused to accept the Kremlin's assertion that the
strategically located Crimea was already overcrowded with Slavs and holiday resorts
and could not be dissuaded from their ultimate objective, the return of their entire
people to their historic homeland.

It should be stated here that the Crimean Tatars' drive for repatriation was not,
however, simply based on nationalistic emotions. While the Crimean Tatar activists
looked back to the days of the fabled Crimean Tatar Khanate (1440-1783) to legitimize
their historic claim to the Crimea, it is interesting to note that the Leninshchina (the
period in which Lenin allowed national construction in the Crimean ASSR) was also
considered a halcyon period and worthy of commemoration during meetings and
rallies.67 This intense nostalgia for the period of the Crimean ASSR meant that
emotional requests for the physical repatriation of the Crimean Tatar people to their
cherished homeland were always combined with a more pragmatic call for the reconsti-
tution of the Crimean Autonomous Republic—with the Crimean Tatars as the obvious
recipients of state sponsored "affirmative action" within "their" administrative unit.68

Unlike the Soviet Jews who began, in the 1970s, to receive international support for
their efforts to migrate to their external homeland, Israel, the Crimean Tatars' struggle
was still comparatively unknown in the West in the early 1980s. Interestingly enough,
the Crimean Tatars also received little support from the Republic of Turkey (or the
several million assimilated Crimean Tatars in Turkey), for the Turks feared antagoniz-
ing their powerful northern neighbor over this issue. One of the few Crimean Tatar
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emigres to Turkey with interest in the plight of his kinsmen in the "Old World"
bemoaned the fact that,

the Jewish people, despite 2,000 years of living without a homeland, were able
to retain their national and ethnic identity, so that when the opportunity arose
after World War II they could reestablish their nation. The Crimean Tatars in
Turkey, alter only a few decades of living without a homeland, are already
beginning to fall apart and to lose their identity.69

The Crimean Tatars' comparatively obscure struggle for repatriation did not come to
the attention of any but a few nationality specialists in the West until the advent of new
Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev's policies of glasnost (openness) and perestroika
(restructuring) began the process of ending much of the Brezhnev era repression.
Taking advantage of the new political environment, in July of 1987 approximately 300
Crimean Tatar activists launched their most daring call for repatriation yet by holding
a bold protest in Moscow's Red Square where they were seen by Western tourists and
journalists with banners reading "Motherland or Death". In response to this rally,
which was reported throughout the world, the aging Soviet president Andrei Gromyko
agreed to establish a commission to deal with the Crimean Tatars' demands. There can
be little doubt that other nationalist movements that were at this time springing up in
the Baltic republics and Transcaucasus learned from the Crimean Tatars' successful
methods of gaining the Kremlin's attention.

By 1989-1990, the Gromyko commission grudgingly conceded to the Tatars' de-
mands and agreed to organize a "controlled" (planomemo) return to the Crimea and
one commissioner, Gennadii Yanaev, even agreed to the restoration of the Crimean
ASSR. The Crimean Tatar exiles who had missed the window for returning to their
homeland during the period of the Khurshchev thaw, lost little time in commencing a
mass (and decidedly unplanned) return to their peninsular homeland. By May of 1990
there were approximately 120,000 Crimean Tatars in the Crimea out of a total exile
population estimated to have been at least 500,000.™ The Crimean Tatar nationalist
cells which had never been formally united (this made it harder to arrest leaders)
were organized at this time into the Organizatsiya Krymskotatarskogo Natsionalnogo
Dvizheniya (Organization of the Crimean Tatar National Movement—the OCNM)
which coordinated the surprisingly speedy physical repatriation of thousands of
Crimean Tatars to the Crimean oblast. The OCNM, which was headed by the newly
released Mustafa Dzhemilev, also began, along with several smaller short-lived Tatar
parties, to represent the Crimean Tatars in the Crimean regional parliament.

Unfortunately for the Crimean Tatars, in 1991, the state that had done so much to
destroy their community collapsed and before Moscow could disburse much needed
aid to assist in the resettlement of the Tatars, the USSR ceased to exist. Those Crimean
Tatars who continued to return to the Crimea were to do so on their own in a new
political stage made up of 15 sovereign states and were to return to a Crimea that had
changed dramatically in the half century of their absence.

The Return to the Homeland

The Crimean peninsula had been largely settled over the previous 50 years by Russians
and, by the 1990s, there were 1.6 million Russians in the Crimea and 620,000 largely
Russified Ukrainians. Although as much as 90% of this population arrived in the
Crimea after the war, the Russian portion still considered the Crimea to be part of the
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historical Russian Rodina despite its official inclusion in the newly independent
Ukraine.71 The regional Communist party of the Crimea was among the crumbling
USSR's most conservative and, while statues of Lenin were being toppled and Commu-
nist party assets seized elsewhere in the Soviet Union, the Crimea was described as a
"storehouse of conservative forces" and an "oasis of communism".72 The entrenched
and unrepentant local Communist bureaucracy that had ordered the brutal beating and
deportation of Crimean Tatars attempting to resettle in the Crimea in the 1960s, 1970s
and 1980s began stirring up the Crimea's majority Russian population against the
Crimean Tatar arrivals.

According to Chervoniia, in the face of Crimean Tatar mass repatriation, the
reactionary Crimean nomenklatura (bureaucratic elite) disseminated information warn-
ing about "the threat of Turkification of the Crimea, the expulsion of the Slavic
population, the establishment of an ethnically based dictatorship and the dangers of
Islamic fundamentalism" should the Crimean Tatars resettle in the Crimea.73 Crimean
Tatars who made the long and financially draining move to the Crimea were refused
residence visas (propiski) by the local authorities, denied housing permits, forbidden
from settling in unclaimed land, and attacked by local militias that had been organized
to prevent the founding of Tatar settlements. To a certain extent, the Crimea's Russian
elite was playing on the Crimean Russian and Ukrainian population's deep seated (and
legitimate) fear of ethnic instability, and chaos of the nature that had forced the mass
exodus of Russians from throughout the blizhnee zambezh'e or "near abroad" as the
former Soviet republics became known.

It was, however, rather ironic that the strongly secular Crimean Tatar nationalists
whose traditional Islamic way of life was destroyed in the 1920s and 1930s prior to their
expulsion (the exile served to further break down their Islamic identity) should now be
labeled "Islamic fundamentalists" by those opposing their return. The Crimean home-
land has for the Tatars little of the sacral significance that Israel or the Armenian
homeland centered on Mount Ararat have for the Jewish and Armenian diasporas.
While the forefathers of the Crimean Tatars did migrate to a land that was often
perceived of in religious terms, the Ottoman empire, the nationalist descendants of
these emigrants were returning to the Crimea, not to preserve a religious identity in the
"Golden Mountains" of their homeland, but to safeguard their modem national
culture. The long history of Crimean Tatar migrations had thus come full circle; on this
occasion the Tatars were selling their properties and abandoning their homes to partake
in an unstoppable migration to a homeland that was conceived of in purely nationalist
terms.

No event better summarized the closing of the Crimean Tatars' circle of history than
the holding of a historic, second Kurultay or congress of Crimean Tatars (the first had
been held during the brief period of national independence in 1917) in the city of
Bagchesaray on 26 June 1991. At this congress the national anthem Ant Erkenmen was
once again sung, the 1917 flag of the short lived independent Crimean Tatar state
flown and plans made to reconstruct Crimean Tatar national culture in the land of its
roots. More importantly, a permanent Mejlis or parliament was created, with Mustafa
Dzhemilev as its chairman, to represent the Crimean Tatars in the local Crimean
government. This was deemed to be all the more necessary as the Russian majority of
the Crimea had reestablished the Crimea as an Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
at the end of the previous year and were working towards creating an independent
Crimean Republic. These moves were made to strengthen the Russian nationalists'
control over the peninsula and pre-empt any calls for the re-establishment of a
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Crimean Tatar dominated republic. This fait accompli on the part of the Russian
dominated bureaucracy of course infuriated Crimean Tatar nationalists who felt that,
as the native population of the Crimea, these policies should have reflected their claim
to the territory. With Russians representing 67% of the Crimea's total population, the
Crimean Tatar Mejlis had an uphill battle in the succeeding years to gain representa-
tion.

In 1991, the Crimean Tatars, who were still less than 10% of the Crimea's popu-
lation, proposed an audacious draft constitution for the Crimea which would allow for
the creation of a bicameral Crimean parliament. The lower house was to have 100
members elected on a territorial basis and the upper chamber would have 50 members
representing "the indigenous population of the Crimea". The Tatars would in effect
gain influence in the Crimean government far in excess of their actual numerical
representation in the peninsula. Frustrated Russian lawmakers were of course angered
by the Crimean Tatars' absolutist stance (they rejected the Crimean Tatar draft) and
those not familiar with Soviet nationality policies might be forgiven for viewing the
Tatar nationalists as extremists. Upon deeper investigation, however, it becomes
apparent that the Crimean Tatars' radical demands were a logical outcome of 70 years
of Soviet nationality practices.

The USSR of course disintegrated along the national-territorial lines haphazardly
laid down in the 1920s and most groups, even those who were located beyond the
borders of their homeland, considered their national borders and national identities
associated with them to be inviolable (except when the borders could be altered in favor
of one's national group of course). The post-Soviet nations still buttress their national-
ist agendas and claims to territory with pseudo-scientific, Soviet era rhetoric and
historical references relating to the immutable and timeless nature of their nations'
claims to land. It should come as no surprise that much of the Crimean Tatars'
maximalist, uncompromising demands are also made in "Sovietese" or that their claims
to the Crimea are partially based upon the previous regime's policies of korenizatsiia
which emphasized the exclusionary legal rights of native peoples to their national
territories. In the Soviet system, the native nationality of a republic, such as the
Kazakhs who made up only 32% of their republic's population (as opposed to the
Russians who made up 42% of the Kazakh SSR in the 1970s) were eligible for positive
discrimination and were considered the only group to have a legitimate claim to their
indigenous territory.

Guboglo and Chervonnaia's claim that Crimean Tatar national theorists had
"a complete ethnological theory which claims that no one besides the Crimean Tatars
has the right to be called 'Crimean people1" is an example of the exclusionary legal
rights to national territory which was firmly encapsulated in Soviet national theory.
According to these authors, the Crimean Tatar nationalist leaders consider all other
nationalities '"non-Tatars' or 'cultures', 'diasporas', 'enclaves', 'Slavic masses',
'colonists' or anything you wish but not 'people of the Crimea'".74 Guboglo and
Chervonnaia cite as further proof of this tendency, the demand made by Crimean Tatar
nationalists for Russians and Ukrainians to "release the Crimea which should be
returned to the only people having a legal, historical right to it, the Crimean Tatars".75

The Crimean Tatars bolster their claims with the oft repeated mantra that "the
Crimean Tatars have only one homeland, the Crimea, and (unlike other nationalities)
they have no where else to emigrate to avoid endless discrimination and violence".76 In
their rapidly expanding literature, the Crimean Tatars usually refer to themselves as the
original possessors of the Crimea (Kirim'in gercek sahipleri) and bristle at the notion that
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Crimean Russians (a newly developing ethnic group in itself) or Ukrainians have any
legitimate claim to the Crimea.77

Despite their often confrontational stance, the Crimean Tatars' leaders have shown
themselves to be pragmatists who are more than willing to compromise and the
Crimean Tatars had, by 1993, accepted an allotment of 14 seats out of a parliament of
96. Although the Crimean Tatars do not have the political clout in the Crimea's
government that many of their people had hoped they would receive as the Crimea's
korennoi narod (native people), the Tatar population is very united in its support of its
leadership and can be counted to vote with one voice to protect the Tatar community's
interests. If, as often happens, their voice is not heard in parliament, the Crimean
Tatars' leadership make their grievances heard in a less orthodox fashion.

Perhaps the earliest example of the Crimean Tatars' unorthodox response to a threat
to their community came in October of 1992 when the local militia and spetsnaz
(special forces troops) attacked and destroyed several newly established Crimean Tatar
settlements on the south Crimean coast and arrested those Tatars attempting to protect
their samozakhvati (self constructed houses).78 The Crimean Tatar Mejlis organized
mass demonstrations outside the Crimean Supreme Soviet in order to attain the release
of their compatriots and to protest against further pogroms (the Tatars refrained from
violence in this instance despite the fact that they were fired on from those inside the
Supreme Soviet). On another occasion in 1993, the head of the Crimean Parliament,
Mykola Bagrov, refused to give into Crimean Tatar demands for sufficient recognition
in parliament and the Crimean Tatars responded by organizing mass demonstrations in
the Crimean capital, Simferopol, by blocking railway lines and closing down much of
the transport system in the Crimea. Their unified response led to a political retreat on
Bagrov's part and eventually allowed for greater Tatar representation in the Crimean
parliament.79 More recently the Crimean Tatars have given a united response to a
newly emerging threat to their community, the growing power of Russian Mafia clans.
In 1995 two Crimean Tatar vendors were killed by the Mafia for refusing to pay bribes
to the Mafia dominated police. Tatar leaders mobilized hundreds of Crimean Tatars
who attacked and burned stores associated with the local Mafia and fought with the
police for hours to demonstrate the fact that an attack on individual members of their
community was an assault on the entire nation.80 The Crimean Tatars have, in other
words, maintained their unity of purpose and continued their tactics of mass activism
from the exile period in order to confront a new enemy, an enemy that is in many ways
both the last representative of their old nemesis, the Soviet regime, and an example of
an evolving threat, the powerful Crimean crime syndicates.

The Crimean Tatars appear determined to fight for their right to remain in the
Crimea and, unlike their ancestors who migrated across the sea to Turkey to avoid
repression, this new generation of Tatars is willing to make sacrifices and struggle to
make good their nationalistic claim to the Crimean homeland. For the Crimean Tatars
of the late 20th century, there can be no emigration to an external homeland (as was
the case for the Volga Germans or Meshketian Turks who have been emigrating to the
Federal Republic of Germany and Turkey respectively), the Crimea is the only option
for this people who no longer perceive Turkey to be a homeland. If the degree of a
people's political attachment to their homeland acts as a barometer for measuring the
level of their national development, then the sacrifices the Crimean Tatar nation made
in returning to its Vatan in the 1990s are testimony to this ethnic group's high level of
national consciousness, not an example of "Islamic fundamentalism. "The Crimea has
begun to be presented by the Crimean Tatars and the Western press as "La Terre
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Promise" and in many respects the Crimea is the Crimean Tatar nation's Promised
Land, a land that was promised to them by both the nationality based Soviet system
and 100 years of exposure to Western style nationalism.81

Although the Crimean Tatars continue to be accused of returning to the Crimea to
create an Islamic base in Europe (their support of their fellow deportees, the Chechens,
during their lopsided struggle with Russia is often cited as proof of their "fanaticism"),
those familiar with the Crimean Tatars' nationalist background are in a position to
refute these charges. While the Crimean Tatars have reopened or rebuilt 25 mosques
in the Crimea since their return, this is largely seen as an effort to reconstruct a vital
component of their national identity. The majority of the Crimean Tatars had not been
in a mosque prior to their return and, to this new generation raised in the atheistic
Soviet Union, the reintroduction of Islam is seen as both an attempt to add cultural and
moral depth to their post-Soviet culture and create a new means for protecting
themselves from assimilation by the Slavic, Orthodox majority. One sees few Islamic
symbols in Crimean Tatar settlements but encounters many nationalistic motifs. It is
interesting to note that, along with the creation of such necessary structures as a
communal kitchen and a first aid post, the settlers in a typical squatter camp in Krasnii
Rat region of the Crimea, for instance, lost little time in erecting a Crimean Tatar flag
emblazoned with the Crimean Tatar national symbol (the trident shaped tamgha of the
Crimean khans) under which the words "Homeland or Death" were inscribed.82

Despite the fact that many are leaving comfortable housing and successful careers
behind them in Central Asia, tens of thousands of Crimean Tatar appear to share the
sentiments above and, by 1996, over half of the Crimean Tatar population, or
approximately 300,000 people, had returned to the Crimean homeland. Although they
now make up just over 10% of the Crimea's total population, their presence is widely
felt in the peninsula. Tensions remain high in the Crimea but Russians and Ukrainians
are gradually getting used to the smell of shish kabob stands, the sight of squatter
settlements outside their cities and the appearance of Easterners in their Slavic resort
paradise. Although almost half their population still remains in exile, Crimean Tatar
leaders insist they too will eventually return to the land of their roots. Skyrocketing
inflation has wiped out many Crimean Tatar families' life savings preventing them from
returning for the time being, but they feel this will change as the Commonwealth of
Independent States stabilizes economically. Despite the fact that local Crimean author-
ities have sent representatives to Central Asia to discourage Tatar communities there
from returning to the Crimea, one source claims "the absolute majority of them wish
to return to the Crimea".83

There may be additional incentives in the future for the large number of Crimean
Tatars in Central Asia to return to their Crimean homeland. While in Central Asia, the
author heard Crimean Tatar stories of growing xenophobia on the part of the Uzbeks
who have recently used the slogan "Russkii Doloi, Tatarskii Domoi!" (down with the
Russians and home with the Tatars) to express their distrust of foreigners dumped in
their republic by the previous regime. According to one source, "hundreds" of Crimean
Tatar homes were burnt and pillaged by Uzbek gangs who fought another exiled
nation, the Meskhetian Turks, in the Ferghana valley in June of 1989.84 The increasing
lack of tolerance towards minorities in Uzbekistan and complete breakdown of civil
society resulting from civil war in neighboring Tajikistan has certainly provided further
incentive for Crimean Tatars to migrate to the Crimea despite the hostile reception they
receive there from the Russian population and the sacrifices made in the quality of
living by the returnees.
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Crimean Tatars who continue to remain in their places of exile feel both the push to
leave Central Asia and the pull of the Crimea. Popular Crimean Tatar journals which
are found in Central Asia, such as Avdet (Return), Vatan (Homeland) and Salgir (the
name of a cherished river in the Crimea) are replete with descriptions of the homeland
and full of (Soviet style) articles on the Crimea's history, geography, culture, and
archeology. The following article titles provide a typical sampling: "Problems of
Topography and History in the Crimea", "Once Again, Kyrk Yer" (an ancient Tatar
fortress), "the Ethnogenesis of the Indigenous Populations of the Crimea", "Holy
Places in the Crimea", and "On the Origin of Crimean Tatars and Their Language".
The constantly reoccurring theme of the Crimea serves to keep the dream of migrating
alive in the minds of those left behind in exile.

The Crimean peninsula thus remains the primary focus of a large portion of the
Crimean Tatar population residing in Central Asia. This is, to a certain extent,
facilitated by the Crimea's unique geography, the Crimea is an easily defined, compact
peninsula that is easy to picture in the popular imagination. Crimean Tatar magazines,
banners, flags etc. frequently have a stylized map of the Crimean peninsula on them
whereas the gerrymandered and often sprawling Central Asian republics (Uzbekistan in
particular) or landlocked homelands of the Volga Tatars (Tatar-Idil), the Chechens
(Icherkia) or the Yakuts (Saka) are less easily delineated in the common imagination
and less effective as national symbols.

Once in the Crimea, however, Crimean Tatar returnees are frequently disillusioned
when their romantic mental maps of the peninsula are dispelled by the harsh realities
of their situation. Tatars who dreamed of living in the white washed stone cottages built
by their forebears along the coast find themselves living in poorly constructed hovels
without heating or water, located on muddy patches of unwanted land or crammed into
dilapidated, Brezhnev era, pre-fab concrete apartment buildings that encircle the
suburbs of the Crimea's major cities. The stress of looking for work, housing, schooling
and health care in a land where they are largely unwanted has of course taken its toll
on this proud people. According to U.N. sources, in 1995 half of the estimated 250,000
Crimean Tatars in the peninsula were without permanent housing and approximately
60,000 had not been registered by the local authorities.85 According to Tatar sources,
90% of Tatars live in rural settlements, and these settlers suffer from high infant
mortality, stress problems and a variety of health problems.86

In the face of such hardships, the Crimean Tatars increasingly look to Turkey for
assistance which has promised them $86 million for the construction of housing.87

Turks of Crimean Tatar descent have also begun to rediscover their Crimean roots with
the collapse of the USSR and a growing number of Turks are making annual trips to
Bagchesaray to offer sacrifices during Kurban Bayram religious festival. The old home-
land is increasingly seen as a source of pride and object of renewed interest for a new
generation of Turkish-Tatars who once denied their Crimean origins.

Despite offers of assistance from Turkey, the Crimean Tatars are a self sufficient,
independent people and will continue to reconstruct their nation with or without
external support. Throughout the Crimea, Tatars are gradually rebuilding their na-
tional culture, creating a parallel administration to assist their people (this is based on
a peninsula wide organization of local mejlises that are an outgrowth of the national cells
of the exile period) and laying the foundation for a new society in the Crimea. Crimean
Tatar cultural associations, temporary hospitals, libraries, Tatar language schools,
defense militias and other prerequisites for national development have been created
over the last 7 years. The Crimean Tatars' chances of preserving their national culture
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have never appeared more propitious. When compared to the larger, apolitical
Ukrainian population of the Crimea, the Crimean Tatars national movement appears
to be dynamic indeed. One Crimean of Ukrainian background recently commented on
this situation with exasperation claiming, "The local Ukrainians have gotten used to
Russian schools and are not demanding their own. The Crimean Tatars, they are a true
nation, they know how to take care of their own".88

Conclusion

With their resettlement in a compact zone in the traditional areas of Crimean inhabita-
tion (most are settling in ancient Crimean Tatar cities in the southern foothills such as
Bagchesaray and Belogorsk which are still known by the Tatars as Karasubazar and
Simferopol, i.e. Ak Mecit) the Crimean Tatars will be better able to preserve their
endangered language and culture and once again flourish as an ethno-national group.89

According to one returnee in Uzbekistan, Tatars are being turned into Russians. We're
loosing our language, our culture and identity" but "this is the land of our people".90

While the reasons for returning to the Crimea vary—the old wish to see their former
villages and be buried with deceased loved ones, the young wish to partake in
something bigger than themselves, the rebuilding of a nation—all returnees hope to
preserve what they believe is a unique national identity and this can only be done, they
believe, on their ancestral soil. One returnee born in Central Asia summed up the
Crimean Tatars' collective view towards returning saying, "Around the family table,
every day, we talked about coming back here. We were raised on this idea of
motherland".91

As is abundantly evident, in spite of the odds against them, the territorial focus of
Crimean Tatar nationalism has enabled the Crimean Tatars to both preserve their
identity during a half century of what can only be described as state sponsored
ethnocide and it has made possible the reconstitution of the Crimean Tatars as an
ethnically based interest group in a compact area during the 1990s. As the Crimean
Tatars partake in the general reconstruction and rediscovery of national culture that is
going on through-out the CIS, their task will, however, be infinitely more daunting than
that of other nationalities. They must also reforge 50 years of history and culture taken
away from them during their collective surgun. If nations are in fact "Imagined
Communities" as Benedict Anderson convincingly argued in his important work, then
the Crimean Tatars who are rebuilding their national identity in its traditional home-
land can be best understood as a "Reimagined Community.92 Having finally begun to
once again "take root" in their homeland, the growing portion of the Crimean Tatar
nation in the Crimean peninsula can finally begin the work building a niche for itself in
an unstable, post-Soviet world. As the Crimean Tatar population continues to return
to the Crimea in continuing "aliyahs" over the next decades, they are, in a sense,
reversing the migrations of their ancestors who, for over 100 years, abandoned the land
so cherished by their nationalistic descendants and once again creating a strong
Crimean Tatar presence on the East European ethnic and political stage.
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